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Advancements in autonomous robotic systems have been impeded by the lack of a 
specialized computational hardware that makes real-time decisions based on sensory 
inputs. We have developed a novel circuit structure that efficiently approximates naïve 
Bayesian inference with simple Muller C-elements. Using a stochastic computing paradigm, 
this system enables real-time approximate decision-making with an area-energy-delay 
product nearly one billion times smaller than a conventional general-purpose computer. 
In this paper, we propose several techniques to improve the approximation of Bayesian 
inference by reducing stochastic bitstream autocorrelation. We also evaluate the effecti-
veness of these techniques for various naïve inference tasks and discuss hardware 
considerations, concluding that these circuits enable approximate Bayesian inferences while 
retaining orders-of-magnitude hardware advantages compared to conventional general-
purpose computers.

© 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The development of autonomous robotic systems requires fast, low-power circuits that enable real-time decision-making. 
Conventional approaches use general-purpose processors with decision algorithms implemented in software and mapped 
to conventional Boolean logic and arithmetic. Such systems have the ability to perform a wide range of tasks, but are not 
ideal for any task, including decision-making. For systems dedicated to a single task, specialized hardware can provide 
optimizations that lead to increased speed, reduced circuit area, and decreased energy consumption.

To autonomously reason and perform actions based on sensory information, Bayesian inference efficiently incorporate 
information from independent sources [1]. Bayesian inference has been suggested as a fundamental component of biolog-
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Table 1
Muller C-element truth table.

X Y Z

0 0 0
0 1 Zprev

1 0 Zprev

1 1 1

ical systems [2–4], and has been successfully applied to robotics and other sensory-motor systems [5]. In such systems, 
constantly-updated sensory information is provided to a reasoning circuit that makes decisions in response to new infor-
mation resulting from a constantly-changing environment [6]. For such circuits, there are fundamental trade-offs between 
reaction time, circuit efficiency, and the level of approximation used for the inference and reasoning. Therefore, the design 
of systems specifically dedicated to Bayesian inference is an active research area, incorporating analog or digital circuits to 
enable systems that are more efficient than computers [7–11].

In this context, we recently proposed an especially compact and energy efficient computing system that provides approx-
imate naïve Bayesian inference [12]. In this system, based on Muller C-elements used in a stochastic computing paradigm, 
the approximate probability of a particular event is calculated based on prior and evidence data. We demonstrated a nearly 
one-billion-fold improvement in the area-energy-delay product for approximate Bayesian inference, with exceptional ro-
bustness to hardware faults. However, we found that bitstream autocorrelation leads to an approximation of the inference, 
limiting this system to tasks that do not require exact computation.

In this paper, we explore techniques to improve the quality of the approximation by mitigating the bitstream autocor-
relation. Circuits that reduce bitstream autocorrelation are presented that remove the inaccuracy at the cost of additional 
hardware components that reduce the system efficiency. We show that these autocorrelation mitigation techniques are 
effective in reducing bitstream autocorrelation, even for difficult inference tasks. Finally, we conclude that despite the hard-
ware costs, autocorrelation mitigation permits the use of our stochastic C-element structure for approximations of Bayesian 
inference with massive efficiency improvements over conventional hardware systems.

2. Bayesian inference with stochastic C-elements

In this section, we summarize the findings of [12]. Approximate Bayesian inference can be performed with a simple 
cascade of C-elements, with stochastic bitstream inputs and outputs. This system provides several orders of magnitude 
improvement in computational efficiency, though bitstream autocorrelation limits the accuracy of the approximation.

2.1. Stochastic computing

Stochastic computing enables the efficient approximation of mathematical functions performed on streams of random 
binary values [13,14]. The value of a stochastic bitstream is the percentage of binary bits that are ‘1’. For example, 
“010011010” encodes 4

9 . The random nature of the bitstream prevents the encoding of exact values; the value is an ap-
proximation with an accuracy that increases with the bitstream length.

This bitstream encoding enables the efficient realization of various functions, notably multiplication with a single AND 
gate [14]. For example, consider two input bitstreams to an AND gate “0101010101” and “0000011111”, which both encode 
a value of 0.5. If the bit-pairs are input sequentially into an AND gate, the resulting output is “0000010101”, which has a 
value of 0.3. This is not the exact 0.25 result of the multiplication, but it is as precise as possible given that only ten bits 
are employed.

Correlations between bitstreams, and within a bitstream, can cause significant errors. For the case of an AND gate with 
both input bitstreams being “0101010101”: the output is also “0101010101”, which is equivalent to 0.5. As the bitstreams 
are correlated with each other, this AND-gate stochastic multiplication does not perform the desired function. Additionally, 
in cases of autocorrelation with bits interacting within a bitstream, this autocorrelation can impact the output bitstream to 
produce undesired results. This autocorrelation is the primary challenge that is addressed in this paper, and the resulting 
imprecision is considered as a tradeoff for decreased power consumption, area, and latency.

2.2. C-element inference

The small area of circuits developed for stochastic computing enables an especially efficient Bayesian inference function. 
In particular, a Muller C-element is a simple circuit composed of as few as eight transistors that performs the function 
described by Table 1 [15]. The output Z maintains its state Zprev unless both inputs X and Y are opposite the current output 
state, in which case the output switches to the shared input value. For C-element input signals with no autocorrelation, the 
output probability is approximated by [12,16–18]

P (Z) = P (X)P (Y )
. (1)
P (X)P (Y ) + (1 − P (X))(1 − P (Y ))
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Fig. 1. Cascaded C-elements with one prior and two evidence inputs.

Fig. 2. Cascaded C-element circuit with one prior and seven evidence inputs.

Equation (1) can be shown to be equivalent to a Bayesian inference. Given prior P (V ) and evidence input E1, the 
probability of an event can be calculated as

P (V | E1) = P (E1 | V )P (V )

P (E1 | V )P (V ) + P (E1 | V )P (V )
. (2)

Defining a parameter P∗(E1) by

P∗(E1) ≡ P (E1 | V )

P (E1 | V ) + P (E1 | V )
, (3)

equation (2) can be rewritten as

P (V | E1) = P∗(E1)P (V )

P∗(E1)P (V ) + (1 − P∗(E1))(1 − P (V ))
. (4)

Equation (4) can be seen as equivalent to equation (1), with P (X) as the prior, P (Y ) as evidence, and P (Z) as the poste-
rior probability of an event. A simple C-element thus performs a complete Bayesian inference with two sources of input 
information [12].

Multiple C-elements can be cascaded to perform more complex Bayesian inferences with multiple sources of evidence 
[12]. Incorporating a second evidence input E2, with E1 and E2 conditionally independent and P∗(E2) defined similarly to 
P∗(E1), the posterior probability based on E1 and E2 can be determined as

P (V | E1,E2) = P (V | E1)P∗(E2)

P (V | E1)P∗(E2) + (1 − P (V | E1))(1 − P∗(E2))
. (5)

This is equivalent to two cascaded C-elements, as shown in Fig. 1, and this concept can be extended to an arbitrarily large 
number of evidence inputs. The C-element tree shown in Fig. 2 performs inference with a prior and seven independent 
sources of evidence, performing an approximation of

P
(

V | {E1, . . . , Ei}
) = P (V )

∏i
x=1 P∗(Ex)

P (V )
∏i

x=1 P∗(Ex) + (1 − P (V ))
∏i

x=1(1 − P∗(Ex))
, (6)

with P∗ defined above. As a pedagogical example, this circuit can be used to perform spam filtering on the five messages 
in Table 2, with the presence or absence of eight key words providing evidence to determine whether each message is 
spam. As shown in the simulation results of Fig. 3, the C-element inference circuit provides approximately correct results. 
As expected from the discussion of section 2.1, the results become increasingly accurate with longer bitstreams. However, 
as particularly noticeable for messages D and E, the spam probability resulting from this approximate inference does not 
approach the correct value. This is a result of the autocorrelation described in the next section.
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Table 2
Sample messages for spam detection.

Message Message text

A Do you want to get pizza for lunch?
B You should check out these stochastic simulations.
C If you want to earn a fortune, send a $100 check to Nigeria and we will transfer $10,000 to your account.
D My commute to Nigeria includes a transfer in Morocco. I will check if my flight is on schedule – if so, do

you want to get pizza when I arrive?
E There is a $10 fee for all check transfers.
F You!

Fig. 3. Symbols: Spam probability value for messages A–E of Table 1 obtained by cascaded C-elements for several simulation runs as a function of observed 
bitstream length. Horizontal lines: exact inference.

2.3. Bitstream autocorrelation

Bitstream autocorrelation leads not only to slower convergence (i.e., an increased number of bits are required for the 
output to reach the value produced by an infinite number of bits), but also to convergence toward an incorrect value (i.e., 
the value to which the output converges is not equivalent to the Bayesian inference expected from equation (6)). This is a 
result of the expected C-element behavior: unless both inputs are opposite the current state of the output, the next output 
bit is identical to the previous output bit. In a C-element tree, each C-element stage leads to an increase in bitstream 
autocorrelation. Therefore, the output of each C-element has longer “domains” of consecutive ‘1’s or ‘0’s than either input.

As mentioned in section 2.2, the expectation that a C-element performs Bayesian inference is premised on the assump-
tion that the input bitstreams of each C-element are uncorrelated. However, as the input bitstreams to C-elements beyond 
the first stage come from previous C-element output bitstreams, the C-element input bitstreams are autocorrelated in all 
C-element stages after the first. The fact that the C-element outputs have autocorrelation prevents the use of equation (1)
in describing a C-element tree, as C-element output bitstreams with significant autocorrelation are used as inputs to other 
C-elements. As a result, the cascaded C-element output probabilities do not converge to the “correct” value expected from 
equation (6), as seen for messages D and E in Fig. 3. This convergence to incorrect values limits the accuracy of the approx-
imate inference, and therefore the utility of the proposed stochastic Bayesian inference system. The remaining sections of 
this paper address this challenge, providing techniques to mitigate autocorrelation by rerandomizing the bitstreams without 
modifying the encoded probabilities.

2.4. Computing improvements

In comparison to conventional approaches, the primary benefits provided by this C-element stochastic Bayesian inference 
system are an increase in fault tolerance and computing efficiency [12]. Whereas a conventional system provides an exact 
solution after a specific period of time unless a fault occurs, this stochastic inference system provides increasingly accurate 
solutions as a function of time and is minimally affected by faults.
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2.4.1. Fault tolerance
In conventional binary number representations, the unintentional flipping of a single bit drastically alters its value. For 

example, if the unsigned binary number “11011111” is written as “01011111”, this flipping of a single bit causes the value 
to change from 223 to 95. In contrast, stochastic bitstreams are minimally affected by single bit-flips; in the example above, 
the value represented by the stochastic bitstream becomes 0.75 rather than 0.875. While still a noticeable error, this change 
is far less drastic than for the conventional binary number.

This fault tolerance advantage inherent to stochastic bitstream number representations extends to stochastic computation. 
In particular, when a C-element output does not switch when expected due to insufficient current to overpower its latch, 
the effect on the output bitstream is minimal. This “not switching” fault leads to an error in a single bit of the bitstream. 
As an example, [12] considered a C-element with input bitstreams representing the values 0.1 and 0.7. The Kullback–Leibler 
(KL) divergence, which can be used to measure error, was found to be below 0.01 even for an extremely pessimistic “not 
switching” fault rate of 99% (realistic fault rates are far less than 1%). This stochastic Bayesian inference system can thus 
tolerate faults at levels that would cripple a conventional system.

2.4.2. Inference efficiency
This stochastic inference structure provides approximate Bayesian inferences in far less time than required by conven-

tional systems to produce its precise answer, and with significantly less power and area overhead. The accuracy of the 
stochastic Bayesian inference increases as the number of output bits increases, permitting decision-making based on a suf-
ficiently accurate approximation with minimal hardware costs. In particular, approximate inference with a KL divergence of 
0.01 (corresponding to a value of 0.5 being approximated as 0.57) can be achieved with a roughly one billion-fold improve-
ment over the area-energy-delay product of a conventional system.

This comparison was performed in a manner that enables the conclusion to be relevant to most hardware systems [12]. 
Standard CMOS cells at the 90 nm node were used to determine the area, energy, and delay of both the C-element structure 
and a conventional floating point structure, thus providing an apples-to-apples comparison. Though the comparison will vary 
at different CMOS technology nodes or with an FPGA, a several orders-of-magnitude computing efficiency improvement will 
remain.

3. Proposed approximation enhancement techniques

To reduce bitstream autocorrelation and improve the accuracy of the approximate inference, distinct additions and mod-
ifications of the C-element circuit are proposed. The goal of these rerandomization techniques is to generate random 
bitstreams encoding the same value as a reference bitstream, with shorter domains than the reference bitstream; if the 
bitstreams are fully rerandomized and the autocorrelations fully removed, all C-elements function according to equation (1)
and an accurate inference is achieved.

In this section, six rerandomization techniques are presented at both a conceptual and circuit level – two based on 
averaging, two based on counting, and two based on shifting access. Three of these are novel; three are interpretations of 
the hysteretic filters presented by Sharifi Tehrani et al. [19] for stochastic decoding, and the terminology in this section is 
consistent with theirs. The effectiveness of these techniques for approximate Bayesian inference is evaluated in section 4 for 
a variety of inference tasks, permitting a comparison of their rerandomization behavior. Their hardware costs are described 
in section 5, enabling conclusions regarding the preferences amongst the six rerandomization techniques.

3.1. Averaging techniques

An intuitive technique for stochastic bitstream rerandomization is to directly calculate the mean value of a bitstream 
and to continuously generate a new bitstream with the same mean value. Two averaging techniques are described below, 
respectively using a moving average and a series of single-run averages.

3.1.1. Moving average
A first intuitive technique is to follow each C-element (instruction i) with a moving average circuit that continually keeps 

track of the average value of the previous 2x bits C∗
i , C∗

i−1, . . . , C
∗
i−2x of the C-element output C∗ . The moving total MT is 

updated at each clock cycle (instruction ii). This value can then be used in concert with a random number generator to 
generate a new bit Ci at each clock cycle with the probability of a ‘1’ given by the moving average MT

2x (instruction iii). This 
technique can be described by the following procedure:

(i) Normal C-element: C∗
i = (Ai ∧ Bi) ∨ (C∗

i−1 ∧ (Ai ∨ Bi))

(ii) Update moving total: If C∗
i ⊕ C∗

i−2x = 1,
• Add 1 to MT if C∗

i = 1
• Subtract 1 from MT if C∗

i = 0
(iii) Generate output: Pr(Ci = 1) = MT

x
2
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Fig. 4. Moving average rerandomization circuit.

As 2x bits must enter the moving average circuit before the moving average can be calculated, 2x clock cycles must pass 
before a reliable output is provided. There must therefore be either 2x unreliable output bits or an initial delay of 2x clock 
cycles; the latter approach is analyzed in this work. As this 2x value is small relative to the bitstream lengths analyzed in 
section 4, this latency is not included in the hardware cost analysis.

From a hardware perspective, this rerandomization procedure requires a C-element, shift register, bidirectional counter, 
and XOR gate, as shown in Fig. 4. The conventional C-element takes the two input bitstreams to generate C∗

i , which is an 
input the 2x-bit shift register. At each clock cycle, bits move from one flip-flop to the next through the shift register. The 
output of the last flip-flop, C∗

i−2x , is then XOR-ed with C∗
i to determine whether the bidirectional counter value MT must 

be updated: if C∗
i �= C∗

i−2x , the bidirectional counter is incremented if C∗
i = 1 and decremented if C∗

i = 0. The value MT
stored in the bidirectional counter is used in concert with a random number generator to create the rerandomized output 
bitstream C .

3.1.2. Single-run average
In order to reduce the hardware cost of the averaging, the shift registers can be eliminated and the continuously-updated 

moving average replaced by a sequence of single-run averages. The initial C-element remains unchanged (instruction i). At 
each clock cycle, the x-bit clocked counter CC is incremented (instruction ii) and the C-element output is added to the 
single-run total SRT (instruction iii). Whenever CC reaches 2x , CC resets to 0 and an overflow bit is sent to SRT and AVE. 
This overflow bit instructs AVE take in the value stored by SRT, and for SRT to reset to 0. This reset process repeats every 2x

clock cycles, with a randomly-generated output bit with ‘1’ probability AVE
2x produced at each clock cycle.

(i) Normal C-element: C∗
i = (Ai ∧ Bi) ∨ (C∗

i−1 ∧ (Ai ∨ Bi))

(ii) Update clocked counter: Add 1 to CC
(iii) Update single-run total: Add 1 to SRT if C∗

i = 1
(iv) Reset after each run: If CC = 2x ,

• Set AVE = SRT
• Set CC = 0
• Set SRT = 0

(v) Generate output: Pr(Ci = 1) = AVE
2x

This circuit is far more compact than the moving average. As shown in Fig. 5, this circuit is composed of a C-element, 
two x-bit counters, and an x-bit register. The C-element output is an input to SRT, which outputs a value to AVE on an x-bit 
bus. The clocked counter CC continually increments its value, sending an overflow signal that causes the value in SRT to 
shift to AVE and for SRT to reset to 0. A random number generator generates an output bitstream C based on the value 
stored in AVE.

3.2. Counting techniques

Rather than repeatedly averaging the input bitstream, an alternative strategy directly outputs “regenerative” inputs and 
outputs a randomly generated bit when the inputs are “non-regenerative”. For these techniques, “regenerative” inputs are 
defined as the case of Ai = Bi ; otherwise, the inputs are referred to as “non-regenerative”. A counter keeps track of the 
difference between the input and output bitstreams and is used to generate appropriate random numbers when the inputs 
are non-regenerative. These counting techniques are interpretations of the hysteric filters proposed in [19] for a different 
application.
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Fig. 5. Single-run average rerandomization circuit.

Fig. 6. Single-ended counter rerandomization circuit.

3.2.1. Single-ended counter
The simplest counting rerandomization circuit is the single-ended counter [19]. As mentioned above, the inputs are 

determined to be regenerative if Ai = Bi , in which case δi is set to 1. If the inputs are non-regenerative, δi is set to 0 
(instruction i). The “regenerative bit” g is set to the value in Ai if δi = 1; otherwise, g retains its previous value (instruc-
tion ii). At each stage, an x-bit random number r is generated and compared to the x-bit counter value S: if r < S , the 
“non-regenerative bit” rh is set to 0; otherwise, rh is set to 1 (instruction iv). If the inputs are regenerative (that is, δi = 1), 
the output is set to the regenerative bit g; otherwise, the non-regenerative bit rh is output as C (instruction v). At each 
clock cycle, the x-bit Sum counter S is incremented if g = 1 and decremented if rh = 1; neither, one, or both can occur 
at any given clock cycle (instruction vi). This Sum counter is used to provide a similar number of ‘1’ bits to the generated 
output bitstream as in a reference C-element bitstream.

(i) Check for input equivalence: δi = Ai ⊕ Bi
(ii) Conditionally update regenerative bit: If δi = 1, g = Ai

(iii) Generate x-bit random number r
(iv) Generate non-regenerative bit:

• rh = 1 if r < S
• rh = 0 otherwise

(v) Generate output:
• Ci = g if δi = 1
• Ci = rh otherwise

(vi) Update sum:
• Add 1 to S if g = 1
• Subtract 1 from S if rh = 1

Fig. 6 depicts the circuit at a hardware level. A flip-flop stores the value of A, and its output value g is updated only 
when Ai = Bi (when δi = 1 and the inputs are regenerative). Simultaneously, a random number generator provides an x-bit 
number r at each clock cycle, which is compared to the x-bit number S by a comparator. The comparator outputs rh . 
Depending on the value of δ, the multiplexer outputs either rh or g . At each clock cycle, the Sum S is also updated if either 
rh or g is ‘1’.

3.2.2. Differential counter
The differential counter is similar to the single-ended counter, but with a more complex counting mechanism [19]. Here, 

rh and g values of ‘0’ also cause the Sum counter to be updated: if g = 1, S is incremented; if g = 0, S is decremented; if 
rh = 0, S is incremented; if rh = 1, S is decremented (instruction vi). As can be seen in Fig. 7, the hardware design is also 
not significantly changed, the only difference being the replacement of the double-input counter by a double-input up/down 
counter.
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Fig. 7. Differential counter rerandomization circuit.

(i) Check for input equivalence: δi = Ai ⊕ Bi
(ii) Conditionally update regenerative bit: If δi = 1, g = Ai

(iii) Generate x-bit random number r
(iv) Generate non-regenerative bit:

• rh = 1 if r < S
• rh = 0 otherwise

(v) Generate output:
• Ci = g if δi = 1
• Ci = rh otherwise

(vi) Update sum:
• Add 1 to S if g = 1
• Subtract 1 from S if g = 0
• Add 1 to S if rh = 0
• Subtract 1 from S if rh = 1

3.3. Shifting access techniques

A third strategy for reducing autocorrelation and rerandomizing a bitstream is to store regenerative bits in a controlled 
shift register and access the bits in an order different from a reference C-element bitstream. In these techniques, the output 
is never a randomly-generated bit – rather, the output is a bit chosen from the shift register in a manner particular to the 
specifics of the technique.

3.3.1. Edge memory
An edge memory outputs a bit selected randomly from a shift register at each non-regenerative clock cycle [19,20]. As 

previously, the inputs are determined to be regenerative if Ai = Bi , in which case δi = 1 (instruction i). If the inputs bits are 
regenerative, the shift register data is shifted by one bit, with the current input Ai stored in E0 (instruction ii) and output 
as Ci (instruction iv). For cases where the input bits are non-regenerative (δi = 0), a randomly chosen bit stored in shift 
register is sent to the output (instructions iii–iv).

(i) Check for input equivalence: δi = Ai ⊕ Bi
(ii) Conditionally shift 2x-bit shift register: If δi = 1,

• Set each bit E j to the value stored in E j−1
• Set bit E0 = Ai

(iii) Generate non-regenerative bit:
• Choose a bit Er randomly from E

(iv) Generate output:
• Ci = E0 if δi = 1
• Ci = Er if δi = 0

As shown in Fig. 8, the central hardware component of the edge memory is a 2x-bit shift register E . The bits are shifted 
to the right whenever Ai = Bi , and Ai is stored in the leftmost flip-flop of the shift register. For use with non-regenerative 
inputs, a random number with x bits is generated that refers to a randomly chosen bit Er in E . The final multiplexer then 
chooses whether to output the regenerative bit E0 or the non-regenerative bit Er .

3.3.2. Circular buffer
The final rerandomization technique explored in this paper is the circular buffer, which functions similarly to the edge 

memory without random number generation. (See Fig. 9.) Similar to the edge memory, the bits in the shift register E are 
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Fig. 8. Edge memory rerandomization circuit.

Fig. 9. Circular buffer rerandomization circuit.

shifted to the right and the current input Ai is stored in E0 (the left-most flip-flop of E) if δi = 1 (instructions i–ii). If δi = 0, 
a circular motion is made with the bits shifted to the left and the bit in the left-most flip-flop is shifted to the right-most 
flip-flop (instruction ii). The output multiplexer then chooses between E0 and E2x−1 depending on the value of δ.

(i) Check for input equivalence: δi = Ai ⊕ Bi
(ii) Shift x-bit shift register:

• If δi = 1:
– Set each bit E j to the value stored in E j−1
– Set bit E0 = Ai

• If δi = 0:
– Set each bit E j to the value stored in E j+1 and E2x−1 = E0

(iii) Generate output:
• Ci = E0 if δi = 1
• Ci = E2x−1 if δi = 0

4. Rerandomization circuit effectiveness

To demonstrate the effectiveness of these rerandomization circuits for reducing autocorrelation and enhancing the ac-
curacy of the Bayesian inference approximation, the performance is analyzed for several sample tasks. These tasks were 
performed with C-elements discussed in [12] replaced by the rerandomization circuits, collectively labeled “ECE” for “ex-
tended C-element”. In all of these tasks, eight input bitstreams are randomly generated with particular probabilities. The 
results are all based on ten simulation runs with one million bits and a 200,000 bit initialization period not included in 
the statistical analysis; this bitstream length was found to be appropriate for all rerandomization circuits and analyses, but 
is not optimized for minimal delay and energy. The input pseudorandomly-generated bitstreams have negligible autocorre-
lation and cross-correlation. The error bars in the graphs denote the standard deviation. Varying numbers of bits x were 
considered for the various rerandomization circuits and inference tasks in order to thoroughly explore the behavior while 
minimizing the excessive simulation times required by large rerandomization circuits.

When evaluating the simulation results, it is crucial to consider that the hardware component count is exponentially 
related to the number of bits x that characterizes the rerandomization circuit for the circuits with a shift register (moving 
average, edge memory, circular buffer). In contrast, the other three circuits (single run average, single counter, differential 
counter) exhibit a linear relationship between x and the hardware component count. Therefore, the inference accuracy 
observed for the edge memory, moving average, and circular buffer must outweigh this hardware cost to be deemed superior 
to the simpler rerandomization circuits.

4.1. Control task autocorrelation

We first consider a simple situation where all inputs to the circuit of Fig. 2 represent 50% (0.5), and the C-elements have 
been replaced by ECEs. In this case, all signals in the circuits should also represent 50%. Due to the symmetry in the task, 
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Fig. 10. Autocorrelation of rerandomization circuits after one stage.

Fig. 11. Autocorrelation of rerandomization circuits after three stages.

all ECEs provide this output value, but with varying degrees of autocorrelation. Fig. 10 presents the autocorrelation of the 
output of the circuit as a function of the bit numbers x in the various ECEs, after one stage of ECE, while Fig. 11 presents 
the autocorrelation of the output after the three ECE stages. A horizontal line depicts the autocorrelation obtained using 
simple C-elements. As all circuits provide the same output value, comparing the autocorrelation provides a fair assessment 
of the ECE effectiveness.

Under these uniform conditions, the ECEs behave differently from each other, in a relatively counterintuitive fashion. 
First, although they are based on a mathematically similar concept, the moving average and single run average provide 
remarkably different results. Both converge to a zero autocorrelation as x is increased, but the single run converges notably 
faster. This can be interpreted as follows. Autocorrelated signals are prone to presenting long sequences of ‘0’s and ‘1’s. The 
moving average, by computing an average continuously, tends to be influenced by such sequences and to reproduce them, 
while the single average more naturally cuts such sequences. As the moving average requires 2x bits of memory and the 
single average requires only x bits of memory, this suggests the vast superiority of the single run average over the moving 
average.

Despite the fact that the differential counter is a more complicated version of the single counter, the differential counter 
converges similarly to single run average, while the single counter converges faster. Although it relies on a complex concept 
and requires 2x bits of memory, the edge memory converges similarly to the single counter.

The circular buffer behaves differently from all other circuits: although for x = 2 it is one of the best circuits, it is the 
only circuit that does not converge to zero autocorrelation as x is increased. The fact that this circuit is not capable of 
removing autocorrelation is due to the fact that it is the only circuit that does not feature a random number generator.
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Fig. 12. Spam filter inference task with extended C-element rerandomization circuits.

Fig. 13. Spam filter results for message E with all rerandomization circuits (moving average, edge memory, and circular buffer require 2x bits of memory).

However, we see in the following subsections that these autocorrelation results do not necessarily translate to practical 
inference tasks.

4.2. Bayesian inference task #1: spam filter

As discussed in section 2.2 and shown in Fig. 3, the spam filter output converges toward an incorrect value for 
messages D and E in Table 2. These spam filtering inference tasks are therefore used to evaluate the ability of these reran-
domization circuits to improve the accuracy of the inference approximation.

4.2.1. Task description
In the spam filter tasks described thoroughly in [12], stochastic bitstreams are input to the Bayesian inference circuit 

that represent the presence of various words in a message and their “spamicity”. According to the errorless mathematical 
calculation of the inference using equation (6) and the contrived spamicity data, message E is determined to be spam with a 
77.7% probability and message D is given a 2.4% probability of being spam. However, the simple C-element circuit converges 
to probabilities of 70.1% and 7.8%, respectively. The approximate inference is enhanced by replacing the simple C-elements 
with the rerandomization (ECE) circuits in Fig. 12.

4.2.2. Results for message E
As shown in the simulation results of Fig. 13, the various rerandomization circuits successfully mitigate the autocorrela-

tion and enable an accurate approximation of the inference. As the number of bits in the rerandomization circuits increases, 
the output spam probability approaches the mathematically computed probability. However, surprisingly, the results are 
very different than what would have been expected from Figs. 10 and 11. For this task, the circular buffer, one of the 
worst circuits according to Figs. 10 and 11, performs far better than the other rerandomization circuits, providing increased 
accuracy with fewer bits in its shift register. However, this accuracy comes at the cost of a greater number of hardware 
components. Whereas the edge memory also performs quite well, it is notable that the hardware-expensive moving average 
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Fig. 14. Spam filter results for message D with all rerandomization circuits (moving average, edge memory, and circular buffer require 2x bits of memory).

performs quite poorly, consistent with our interpretation of Figs. 10 and 11. The rest of the curves are consistent, but do 
not map perfectly to Figs. 10 and 11.

4.2.3. Results for message D
Fig. 14 shows that rerandomization circuits also provide enhanced approximations for the Bayesian spam filter for mes-

sage D. The behavior is qualitatively different from Figs. 10 and 11, as it is clearly differentiated between the circular buffer 
and edge memory, which produce a nearly correct result with only two bits (four-bit shift register), and the other four 
circuits which require ten bits. As with message E, the moving average does not perform sufficiently well to make up for its 
large hardware cost.

4.3. Bayesian inference task #2: uniform tree

Whereas the spam filter simulations demonstrate the ability of the rerandomization circuits to enable accurate inference 
approximations, it is also enlightening to consider the behavior more systematically. This task involves a uniform tree having 
inputs with equal probabilities.

4.3.1. Task description
This task uses the same circuit structure as the spam filter, with all inputs having a value 0.4. Therefore, by Bayes’ rule 

in equations (1) and (2), the expected output probability after the first stage is 30.7%, after the second stage is 16.5%, and 
after the third stage is 3.8%. The simple C-element consistently overestimates the output probability, producing a final result 
of 9.2%. This inference task thus provides a good opportunity to compare the capabilities of the various rerandomization 
circuits in a systematic manner.

4.3.2. Results
As shown in Fig. 15, the edge memory and single counter perform particularly well. The single run average and dif-

ferential counter perform nearly as well, and the moving average lags far behind. Most interestingly, the circular buffer 
provides excellent results with two bits (four-bit register), but does not converge to the mathematically correct value, as in 
the uniform case of Figs. 10 and 11.

4.4. Inference task #3: symmetric chain

A third set of inference tasks involves a chain of extended C-elements. This technique, though not ideal for performing 
complex inferences [12], provides insight for evaluating the behavior of the rerandomization circuits. In particular, the 
symmetry of the inputs implies that a correct output is precisely 50%, and the approximation accuracy can be easily judged 
by the distance from this expected value.

4.4.1. Task description
This inference task uses the chain of extended C-elements shown in Fig. 16. The first four inputs have a probability of α, 

and the final four inputs have a probability 1 − α. As a result of this symmetry, equation (2) suggests an expected output 
of 50%. However, due to the fact that the inputs are sequential, there is an internal node with an extreme probability. For 
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Fig. 15. Inference tree output with all rerandomization circuits for all inputs having a value 0.4 (moving average, edge memory, and circular buffer require 
2x bits of memory).

Fig. 16. Symmetric chain inference task with extended C-element rerandomization circuits.

α = 40%, the most extreme internal node has an expected probability of 16.5%; for α = 10%, the most extreme internal node 
has an expected probability of 0.015%. These extreme probabilities imply that there is minimal switching in the bitstream, 
leading to long domains and large autocorrelation. Therefore, a simple C-element provides output probabilities of 32.9% and 
0.5%, respectively, demonstrating the need for bitstream rerandomization.

4.4.2. Results for moderate inputs
The large autocorrelation in the inference chain is shown in Fig. 17 to be overcome by the rerandomization circuits for 

α = 40%. The circular buffer provides by far the best results, reaching 49.4% with just two bits (four-bit register). The edge 
memory performs barely better than the single counter, with the single-run average and differential counter slightly behind. 
Similar to the other tasks, the moving average circuit performs quite poorly.

4.4.3. Results for extreme inputs
The more extreme case of α = 10% requires larger circuits with more rerandomization bits to provide an accurate ap-

proximate inference. As can be observed in Fig. 18, all of the rerandomization circuits successfully converge to the correct 
output probability, albeit with greater than 10 bits (1,024 bit-shift register). Comparing amongst the various circuits, the re-
sults are similar to the previous case, the primary difference being improved performance of the single-run average relative 
to the single counter. These results also highlight the challenge of performing inferences with extreme probabilities.
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Fig. 17. Symmetric chain results for α = 40% with all rerandomization circuits (moving average, edge memory, and circular buffer require 2x bits of memory).

Fig. 18. Symmetric chain results for α = 10% with all rerandomization circuits (moving average, edge memory, and circular buffer require 2x bits of 
memory).

5. Hardware cost considerations

The primary benefits of this stochastic approximate Bayesian inference paradigm are the hardware efficiency and fault 
tolerance [12,21]. As discussed previously, these benefits require an approximation of the inference rather than a direct 
computation. To proceed towards a practical system, the utility of these approaches can be quantified through a comparison 
of the inference accuracy and hardware costs.

Using reconfigurable logic devices (FPGAs) we were able to have working prototypes and analyze resource usage and 
performance. We have synthesized all of the rerandomization circuits for various numbers of bits to provide an analysis 
of their relative hardware costs in terms of area, speed, and power consumption. In order to enable a fair comparison as 
in section 2.4, all circuits have been synthesized and tested in the same way: logic synthesis using Altera Quartus II 14.0 
IDE targeting a board with a Cyclone IV FPGA (EP4CE115F29C7), and Mentor Graphics Modelsim with PowerPlay Power 
Analyzer from the Quartus IDE to provide power consumption estimates. The synthesis is restricted to only use generic LEs 
(FPGA basic internal blocks, or logic elements) so that the resource usage resulting from the synthesis can be used as a 
relative measure for circuit area. For the power analysis ModelSim test vectors, a VHDL test bench was used to generate 
pseudo-random numbers with uniform distribution, and inputs with a 50% toggle rate, providing a worst-case estimation 
of the power dissipation. While in some applications FPGAs might be used as the end target device for their flexibility, 
the relative hardware costs can also provide guidelines for their expected behavior in other environments, in particular 
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Fig. 19. Area overhead of rerandomization circuits relative to a single C-element.

application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs), which would constitute the optimal implementation of our scheme. The 
results in this section do not include the cost of the random number generators, which are discussed in the Discussion 
section instead.

5.1. Area utilization

The relative area utilization of the rerandomization circuits is shown in Fig. 19. Computed as the total number of logic 
elements (LEs) in the circuit, a zero-bit rerandomization circuit refers to a simple C-element. The area number includes both 
combinational elements and registers. The relative proportion varies considerably depending on the ECEs. For x = 16, the 
relative proportion of combinational to register elements is 0.04 for moving average, 1.4 for single run average, 3.3 for single 
counter, 2.3 for differential counter, 0.7 for edge memory, and 1.0 for circular buffer. Notice that a single LE can be used for 
some logic and a register, so using this total there is in fact an overlap. Our area metric does not double count in case of 
overlap.

For both counter circuits and the single-run average, the area is shown to increase linearly; the area increases expo-
nentially for the moving average, edge memory, and circular buffer circuits. This exponential relationship is a result of the 
2x-bit shift registers that comprise the bulk of the circuit area. As can be readily discerned, these circuits are not efficiently 
implemented in hardware with more than six bits (64-bit shift register).

5.2. Computation speed

In stochastic computing, the precision of a signal increases with each bit in a bitstream. Therefore, the clock speed 
at which a stochastic computing system outputs bits is critical for enabling high-speed information processing. As shown 
in Fig. 20, the counters produce bits fairly slowly, whereas the single-run average suffers a gentler decline in speed. The 
maximum frequency plotted in the graph is the smallest clock period at which the circuit can operate without inducing 
errors, producing an output bit at each clock cycle. For the simple C-element circuit, the maximum FPGA frequency is 
727 MHz.

5.3. Power dissipation

Power dissipation is a primary consideration in the development of efficient computing technologies, and is particularly 
relevant for battery-limited autonomous systems. As shown in Fig. 21, the power dissipation grows exceptionally large 
for the shifting access techniques with a large number of bits. These power data consider the FPGA dynamic power at a 
frequency of 50 MHz, as the static power is primarily consumed by inactive components of the reconfigurable circuit. The 
moving average, edge memory, and circular buffer circuits requires significantly more power than the other three circuits, 
which all require ∼20× more power than a simple C-element.

5.4. Total efficiency

The area-energy-delay product (AEDP) is an effective means of evaluating the total efficiency of a computing system 
for general-purpose applications. The energy is computed by multiplying the maximum frequency by the power dissipation 
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Fig. 20. Maximum operating frequency of rerandomization circuits relative to a single C-element.

Fig. 21. Power dissipation of each rerandomization circuit with a clock frequency of 50 MHz, relative to a single C-element.

at this maximum circuit frequency. As can be observed on the logarithmic scale of Fig. 22, the AEDP of the counters and 
single-run average is roughly one thousand times larger than a simple C-element. The relative AEDP of the edge memory 
is similar up to four bits (sixteen-bit shift register), and increases dramatically for larger circuits. The circular buffer has a 
consistently larger hardware cost, though its ability to function without a random number generator provides a significant 
advantage. For all these circuits, an analysis of the total efficiency in concert with the rerandomization effectiveness enables 
comparisons of overall utility.

6. Discussion

This paper has proposed several rerandomization circuits for stochastic approximate Bayesian inference, and demon-
strated their capability of improving the approximation accuracy. All the circuits have been shown to provide the desired 
results without inducing an excessive hardware cost, and the choice of rerandomization circuit is determined by the spe-
cific inference task and hardware specifications. Depending on the cost of the random number generator, and the potential 
availability of an analog random number generator, all the rerandomization circuits should be considered besides the mov-
ing average. Though the diversity of results for the various inference tasks prevents a strong claim regarding the absolute 
superiority of one of the circuits on all criteria, important conclusions can be drawn:
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Fig. 22. Area-energy-delay product (AEDP) of each rerandomization circuit relative to a single C-element.

• Averaging techniques: The single-run average provides more accurate inference approximations than the moving average, 
despite the exponential difference in hardware resources of the two techniques. This counterintuitive improved capabil-
ity for autocorrelation reduction is a result of differences in the averaging mechanism. For the moving average, the shift 
registers cause the average to be gradually and continuously updated, following the behavior of the input signal and re-
taining its correlations. In contrast, the single-run average provides abrupt shifts in the averages, enabling longer-range 
decorrelation within the bitstream. As the hardware cost of the moving average rerandomization circuit is exponentially 
larger, the single-run average is superior to the moving average in all aspects.

• Counting techniques: The inference approximations with the single counter are more accurate than with the differential 
counter, despite contrary findings in [19] where they were used for stochastic decoding. However, the accuracy differ-
ence between the two circuits is relatively small. As the differential counter is found to have a smaller hardware cost, 
neither circuit can immediately be considered superior.

• Shifting access techniques: The edge memory and circular buffer both provide excellent autocorrelation mitigation. Given 
the high effectiveness with a small number of bits, the high hardware cost may acceptable for some systems. In par-
ticular, the four-bit (sixteen-bit shift register) edge memory provides highly accurate approximate inferences with a 
relatively small hardware cost. The circular buffer is in general also highly effective, and the lack of a random number 
generator is a significant strength. However in situations with uniform or relatively uniform probabilities, the circular 
buffer is the only solution that is incapable of eliminating autocorrelation entirely. Therefore, the edge memory appears 
to be a more reasonable choice in general.

• Comparison to conventional systems: As already mentioned, the final efficiency of a Bayesian inference circuit based on 
stochastic computing depends on the expected precision of the output. When exact results are required, conventional 
deterministic processing techniques are more appropriate than the stochastic C-element inference due to the inability 
of stochastic computing systems to provide exact results. For approximate inference, the required precision determines 
the relative efficiency of the C-element structures relative to conventional deterministic circuits, thus dictating which is 
more suitable to that problem. In general, when high precision is required (low KL divergence to exact inference), deter-
ministic circuits are more efficient than stochastic circuits. By contrast, for approximate inference sufficient for real-time 
decision-making (i.e., KL divergence to exact inference <0.01), stochastic inference can be considerably more efficient 
than conventional circuits: we find that our autocorrelation mitigation circuits enable stochastic approximate Bayesian 
inference circuits with several orders of magnitude hardware efficiency improvements as compared to conventional 
systems with exact floating point computation. As demonstrated through simulation, eight-bit rerandomization circuits 
without shift registers (and four-bit edge memories and circular buffers) can produce accurate approximate inferences 
for relatively difficult tasks: for very long bitstreams, the KL divergence from an exact inference is generally much 
smaller than 0.01. In practical situations, with shorter bitstreams, the dominant error source will therefore be the input 
bitstream length, and inference accuracy can therefore be chosen based on input bit length. As shown in Fig. 19, the 
hardware cost of such circuits is about one thousand times larger than that of a simple C-element. However, following 
the approach introduced in [12], for the examples studied in the present paper, we find that the AEDP of stochastic ap-
proximate Bayesian inferences with rerandomization can be approximately 100,000 times smaller than a conventional 
exact Bayesian inference computation while maintaining KL divergence to exact inference <0.01. In other terms: the 
ECEs allow reaching inference with KL divergence <0.01 in situations where simple C elements cannot, while retaining 
considerable benefits in AEDP compared with floating point-based systems. In terms of energy alone, our circuits are 
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∼50× more efficient than floating point operation, and in terms of area are ∼700x more efficient (also based on the 
analysis of [12] and our current results).

As a strategy for low precision inference, it is also worthwhile to consider conventional circuit structures with less 
precision than the double-precision floating point format; for example, fixed point or single-precision floating-point provides 
an intermediate level of precision with an intermediate hardware cost. Based on the literature, such strategies can increase 
energy efficiency by factors between two and ten [22–24]. Stochastic circuits remain beneficial, but less so when compared 
with full precision floating point computation. Additionally, low precision deterministic circuits lack the fault tolerance of 
stochastic systems as well as the ability of stochastic computation to adjust precision through control of the bitstream 
length.

Naïve Bayesian inference can thus be efficiently approximated by this stochastic computing system. Though the mov-
ing average technique is inferior, the other rerandomization circuits exhibit promising characteristics for enabling accurate 
approximations. The range of probabilities that may be input to the circuit should determine the choice between a shift 
register-based technique with a small number of bits and a counter or single-run average with additional bits. Further, it is 
worth considering the possibility of introducing rerandomization only at select nodes of the system where particularly large 
autocorrelations are expected.

The choice of x value is a critical design choice. A reasonable design rule is to choose the smallest value such that for 
long bitstreams, the KL divergence from an exact inference is smaller than the targeted threshold for an application (e.g., 
0.01). Therefore, in practical situations, the dominant error source is the input bitstream length, and accuracy can be chosen 
based on the input bitstream length, consistent with the basic principles of stochastic computing.

We should remark that the discussion of hardware overhead has heretofore considered only the rerandomization logic 
and memory; excluding the circular buffer, each rerandomization circuit requires an additional random number generator. 
For the counters and edge memory, the random number generator must randomly generate an x-bit binary number. This 
task is conventionally achieved with x unbiased single-bit random number generators. For the moving average and single 
run average circuits, the random number generator must provide a one-bit number with a particular probability with x-bit 
precision. This can be achieved with x unbiased single-bit digital random number generators and a small combinational 
logic circuit, or perhaps with a single analog random number generator.

The development of low energy random number generators is current a highly active area of research in the field of 
nanotechnology [25–30]. Novel devices and materials enable new types of random number generation that may be highly 
energy efficient. With continually reduced device dimensions, the energy barriers for switching between binary states can 
be reduced significantly [31,32]. Particularly exciting technologies include memristors [29,30], magnetic tunnel junctions 
[26–28], and single-electron transistors [25]. As these approaches continue to develop and improve, it is expected that the 
hardware costs will be small and have therefore not been included in the hardware analysis.

We have also assumed that the input bitstreams are neither biased nor autocorrelated. Our system is not resilient to 
input bias; any bias of the input bitstreams leads to bias in the output bitstreams. To remove bias, input bitstreams can be 
whitened through the use of XOR gates on several independent randomly generated bitstreams at the cost of additional area 
and energy consumption in bitstream generation. Input autocorrelation, on the other hand would be naturally improved by 
the ECEs, as shown during our analysis. In case of strong input autocorrelation, additional stages between the input and an 
input of probability 0.5 can also naturally suppress autocorrelation.

Given the disparate mechanisms underlying each of the rerandomization circuits, it is natural to consider the use of 
multiple different types of ECEs within a single Bayesian inference circuit. While numerous combinations can be conceived, 
a particularly compelling combination is the edge memory in concert with the single run average. As shown in Figs. 23 and 
24, spam filter simulations were performed on the three-stage ECE tree for message E of Table 2, as in section 4.2.2. In 
Fig. 23, the four ECEs in the first stage are single run average circuits, the two ECEs in the second stage are edge memories, 
and the one ECE in the third stage is a single run average circuit. This organization is switched in Fig. 24, with four edge 
memories in the first stage, two single run average circuits in the second stage, and an edge memory in the third and final 
stage. For both mixed simulations, various bit length combinations are evaluated for both the single run average and edge 
memory – all single run average circuits have one particular bit length, and all edge memories have another bit length. 
The number of bits is noted in terms of the size of the memory; therefore, the edge memory sizes are written in terms 
of 2x rather than x (e.g., 64 edge memory bits corresponds to six edge memory bits in the notation of the simulations of 
section 4). In both graphs, the result from Fig. 13 for an ECE inference tree composed solely of single run average circuits is 
shown as a reference.

Figs. 23 and 24 interestingly show that the autocorrelation mitigation provided by a large edge memory can be traded 
off for that provided by a large single run average circuit. For example, the 256-bit edge memory in concert with a two-bit 
single average is seen in Fig. 23 to produce a result similar to the case of a 64-bit edge memory in concert with a four-bit 
single run average. The insertion of an edge memory generally provides superior behavior to a tree composed solely of 
single run average circuits. It is particularly noteworthy from Fig. 24 that with a sufficiently large edge memory (e.g., 256 
bits), the impact of the single run average circuits are negligible. This inspires further consideration of a tree in which some 
of the C-elements are simple C-elements rather than ECEs; however, it is likely that the performance and energy efficiency 
can be maximized with a balanced circuit composed of ECEs with similar hardware costs.
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Fig. 23. Mixed simulation for spam message E with edge memories at stage two and single run average rerandomization circuits at stages one and three.

Fig. 24. Mixed simulation for spam message E with single run average rerandomization circuits at stage two and edge memories at stages one and three.

7. Conclusions

Circuits with simple C-elements can perform stochastic approximate Bayesian inference with exceptional efficiency ben-
efits for inference tasks that do not require exact results. In this paper, we have shown that this approximate Bayesian 
inference scheme can be extended to provide a much higher degree of accuracy while retaining a five orders of magnitude 
efficiency advantage over conventional computing systems. In particular, the hardware analysis and inference simulation re-
sults indicate that the preferred solutions are counters or single-run average circuits with six-to-eight bits or circular buffers 
or edge memories with up to four bits.

These stochastic approximate Bayesian inference concepts are therefore promising techniques for the next generation of 
efficient and accurate autonomous robotic systems. Extending this stochastic approximate inference task further, our current 
work investigates the use of these extended C-elements in more sophisticated stochastic circuits for non-naïve Bayesian 
inferences.
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